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Economic climate and Consumer confidence indicators maintained the downward movementEconomic climate and Consumer confidence indicators maintained the downward movementEconomic climate and Consumer confidence indicators maintained the downward movementEconomic climate and Consumer confidence indicators maintained the downward movement    
 
The economic climate indicator maintained in July the negative evolution observed in the previous month. In 
July, similarly to what had happened in June, the confidence indicators for all the sectors registered negative 
evolutions. 

The Consumer confidence indicator accentuated further its downward trend, mainly reflecting a higher 
pessimism about the perspectives on the country’s economic situation. 

 

In Manufacturing Industry1, the confidence indicator declined in the last five months, recording the lowest value 
since June 2006. The negative evolution observed in this month was driven by the increase in the balance of the 
opinions on the stocks of finished goods and by the decrease in the balance of the opinions on global demand, 
as the production perspectives slightly recovered. In Construction and Public Works, the confidence indicator 
accentuated further the downward movement of the last month. In July the negative evolution of this indicator 
was due to both components (order books and employment perspectives). In Trade, the confidence indicator 
recorded a downward movement in the last four months, attaining the minimum value since November 2005. 
The evolution observed in July was led by the decline registered in both subsectors, but more intensely in Retail. 
In Services, contrary to its former upward trend, the respective confidence indicator diminished in the last two 
months, attaining the lowest value since February 2007. The evolution in this month was due to the decrease in 
all the indicator’s components, but more intense in the opinions on the order books evolution and on current 
demand. 

In July, the negative evolution of the Consumer confidence indicator was led by the negative behaviour of all the 
components, except for the savings perspectives that have slightly recovered. The perspectives on the country’s 
economic situation registered the higher negative contribution, similarly to what had happened in June. In July, 
this variable, and also the perspectives on the household’s financial situation, registered the minimum value of 
the series. 

 

                                                 
1 Unless stated otherwise, the analysis in this press release refers to three-month moving average. 
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